ABSTRACT Adaptive steganography has become unprecedentedly prevalent compared with non-adaptive ones due to its remarkable performance when resisting modern steganalysis. It prefers hiding bits into pixels from texture regions as such modification is considerably difficult to detect. Current steganalysis capable of locating steganographic payload has only been investigated in the non-adaptive domain, while the works of locating hidden bits modified by adaptive steganographic algorithms have not been studied yet. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to locate flipped pixels modified by adaptive steganography in the spatial domain. By re-embedding randomly generated messages upon one single image, we observe that adaptive steganographic methods are prone to modify pixels in the same region, namely texture region. Such property straightforward inspires us to re-embed a random message at the same relative payload into the stego image to obtain the modification map. Then, we extend the modification map with a given margin to locate the modified pixels. The extensive experiments have verified the effectiveness of our designed algorithm in locating flipped pixels modified by the adaptive steganography in the spatial domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the science and art of concealing secret information. In the field of image steganography, the secret message is carried by an empirical cover under the supervision of the warden, and extracted by the recipient so as to achieve covert communication. A common and practical way in image steganography is to modify cover pixels slightly by ±1 on the consideration of guaranteeing its undetectability. According to the embedding strategy, steganographic methods nowadays can be divided into two categories: non-adaptive and adaptive steganography.
A. STATE OF THE ART
LSB (Least Significant Bit) replacement is one of the classical non-adaptive steganographic methods. It randomly spreads the modification changes to the whole cover image.
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In modern steganography, however, it has been validated that adaptive steganographic methods, mainly relying on texture regions, achieve the optimal undetectability. One of the most successful adaptive models rather treats the message embedding as a source coding problem with a fidelity constraint [1] , instead of taking the cover source distribution into account. In this scenario, the design of the distortion function becomes essential especially for the sender who embeds secret message into the cover image, relying on the principle of minimizing the distortion caused by embedding.
In spatial domain, HUGO (Highly Undetectable steGO) [2] allocated high cost to those pixels which caused the feature vector more discriminative after embedding. In such manner, the modification probably happens in texture regions or along edges. HUGO BD was an improved version of HUGO that was implemented using the Gibbs construction with bound distortion [3] . WOW (Wavelet Obtained Weights) [4] used a bank of high-pass directional filters to avoid embedding in predictable regions such as clean edges, leading to better performance than HUGO when resisting modern steganalysis with SRM (Spatial Rich Models) [5] . UNIWARD (UNIversal WAvelet Relative Distortion) [1] evolved from WOW, and could be applied both in spatial domain (S-UNIWARD) and transformed domain (J-UNIWARD). HILL (HIgh-pass, Lowpass, and Low-pass) [6] averaged pixel values to re-assign the low cost value of pixels (assigned with high cost by prior distortion function) in texture areas, resulting in better performance than that of other aforementioned algorithms. Apart from J-UNIWARD, in JPEG domain, a new steganographic framework with using the constructed reference image and minimizing the feature distortion was proposed for JPEG images [7] . Besides, by considering the robust performance of steganography suffering compression or re-scaling attack, robust image steganography (see [8] , [9] for instance) is an emerging research field concerning on data security [10] , [11] that draws much attention.
Steganalysis aims to (i) detect the existence of hidden information (see [12] - [14] for instance); (ii) extract the secret information. Current arts (see [5] , [15] , [16] ) classify between cover and stego images via rich models using ensemble learning. Based on decision rough set α-positive region reduction, [17] selected rich model features to reduce the steganalysis feature dimension and improved its efficiency. Besides, the algorithm proposed in [18] attempted to search stego-key, and extract secret messages given that the key space was relevantly small. To deal with the steganographer detection problem over large-scale social media networks, [19] proposed a method with utilizing high-order joint features and clustering ensembles. Locating hidden bits lies above those objectives. Provided that the payload location is correctly predicted, extracting hidden data would be feasible. In [20] and [21] , payload of non-adaptive steganography was successfully located. However, to our knowledge, few studies focus on locating adaptive steganographic payload.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PAPER
In this paper, we novelly propose fuzzy localization of flipped bits via the designed modification map. Those bits are within the suspicious regions modified by adaptive steganography. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a new framework to locate the steganographic flipped bits in spatial domain via a modification map, which can be applied in modern adaptive steganography.
• In both two scenarios that the steganographic payload is known or unknown, our proposed locating algorithm performs very well.
• We employ F 1 measure to strike the balance between recall rate and precision rate of fuzzy localization which is capable of evaluating the security of stegonagraphy, involving both undetectability and localization resistance.
• Numerical experiments demonstrate the sharpness of the empirically established results and the good performance of our proposed locating algorithm. Furthermore, cross validation experiments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of our locating algorithm.
C. ORGANIZATIONS OF THE PAPER
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Relevant existing works are introduced in Section II. In Section III, we expose the locations of suspicious regions modified by adaptive steganography. Our algorithm, that can locate flipped hidden bits, is specified in Section IV. Section V validates our locating algorithm by extensive experiments. This paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, morden steganalysis incorporating with the knowledge of pixel embedding probability achieves high detection performance (see [16] , [22] , [23] ). In [22] , the embedding costs of pixels were sorted in ascending order, resulting in that feature extraction only happened in texture regions (instead of the whole image). In such manner, it achieved better detection performance for WOW steganography. Meanwhile, authors of [23] proposed a variant of the SRM that utilized the pixel embedding change probability. This approach, known as Selection Channel Aware (SCA) steganalysis, increased the detection accuracy in comparison with the original SRM. Next, based on the embedding probability, the universal and unified adaptive steganalytic framework was proposed in [16] . The core principle of adaptive steganalytic schemes aforementioned is to take the embedding cost or embedding probability into consideration in the feature extraction step. If a pixel is flipped by adaptive steganography, it owns low embedding cost and high embedding probability, and vice versa. With such a property, our proposed steganographic localization algorithm could be incorporated with modern steganalysis because those to-be-localized pixels probably exist in the texture region that have high embedding probability, and hence further increases detection performance. Moreover, in an ideal scenario, the acquired location information probably helps us extract hidden message. Last but not least, we could also modify only a small portion of the pixels within the located regions slightly by ±1 while visually retains the image quality, in order to interfere/misguide the secret communication between two adversarial parties.
In previous steganalysis aiming at detecting non-adaptive steganography, authors of [20] located steganographic payload embedded by LSB replacement via WS (Weighted Stego-image) residuals. Relying on WAM (Wavelet Absolute Moments) features [24] , authors of [21] located the payload embedded by LSB matching. But, current algorithms that perform very well on locating non-adaptive steganographic payload are invalid in adaptive domain. Because a large number of stego images modified in the same pixels are required, which is an unrealistic assumption in the practical FIGURE 1. Illustration of a cover image from BOSSbase, our embedding modification map, embedding probability map of [16] . Note that two maps are acquired using S-UNIWARD steganography at 0.30 bpp. detection. To our knowledge, few studies focus on locating adaptive steganographic payload. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to locate flipped pixels modified by adaptive steganography. Note that our locating algorithm works very well using only one single stego image.
Through multi-embedding operation, the prior work [16] has verified the effectiveness of assigning the embedding probability to each pixel when steganalyzing. Different from that, we locate the flipped pixels of adaptive steganography by once re-embedding. For instance, secret messages are embedded by S-UNIWARD steganography at 0.30 bpp. Fig. 1 compares the experimental results. We can observe that nearly all the pixels modified by re-embedding (pixels within the bright regions in Fig. 1(b) ) have relatively large embedding probabilities in Fig. 1(c) , meaning that they are more likely to be embedded. Therefore, in our designed algorithm, it is proposed to locate the modified pixels of adaptive steganography simply by once re-embedding rather than multi-embedding. Besides, compared to once re-embedding, multi-embedding is more time-consuming (e.g., time cost of multi-embedding to obtain the embedding probability as Fig. 1 (c) is 40 times of obtaining Fig. 1(b) ). Previous works successfully predict embedding probability by multi-embedding and hence achieve high steganalysis performance. In Section V, solid experiments verify that our proposed locating algorithm also works very well.
III. LOCATION OF SUSPICIOUS REGION
In this section, we expose the locations of suspicious region modified by adaptive steganography perceptually and empirically. By re-embedding the same, flipped, and random bits, we specifically analyze the modification of an inquiry image caused by adaptive steganography, resulting into the design of our locating algorithm.
A. RE-EMBEDDING SAME BITS
Adaptive steganography inherently prefers slightly modifying pixels within texture regions, meaning that the content distribution of the cover image is preserved. While we investigate if the modification regions of two embeddings upon one single image are partly overlapped since the cost matrix of the cover remains almost unchanged. First, we generate a random bit stream at relative payload 0.1 bpp, which is embedded into a grey-level cover image Z = {z i,j }, i ∈ {1, . . . , I }, j ∈ {1, . . . , J }. Subsequently, it is proposed to use the same message to generate a new stego image S = {s i,j } by modifying the original stego image S = {s i,j } 1 acquired from Z. Note that we use one of often-adopted distortion functions, S-UNIWARD, and both embedding operations are with the help of STCs (Syndrome-Trellis Codes). Immediately, let us define the modification map by:
where the modification map M map has the same dimension as the cover or stego image. For clarity, Fig. 2 illustrates a 512×512 8-bit gray-scale cover image, and two modification maps from its corresponding stego images. M map 1 pointing out the flipped pixels caused by embedding, is obtained from both Z and S while M map 2 is acquired from both S and S . We observe that two embedding operations both prefer selecting pixels almost in the same region, referring to the texture region. Besides, few pixels are both set as 255 in the same position of two modification maps, meaning that those pixels have been flipped twice. We assume that adaptive steganographic methods might not modify the same pixel at twice while probably its neighboring pixels. In this case, it is proposed to define our proposed steganalysis algorithm as fuzzy localization. 
Inspired by the results of Fig. 2 , we extend the M map by considering each pixel's neighbors, which can be formulated by:
where q ∈ [−K , K ] represents an integer set controlled by the margin value K . Next, the adjacent regions of a pixel in several different margin values are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a)∼(d). Fig. 3(e) illustrates M e map with margin value K = 3, where the bright regions (the pixels are set as 255) definitely cover a large portion of pixels modified by the first embedding while we cannot guarantee that the bright regions perfectly exclude unmodified pixels. When the margin value equals to K , the dimension of the corresponding adjacent region is formulated as (2K + 1) × (2K + 1). Obviously, in the case of K = 0, the modification map M e map is reduced back to M map . Furthermore, one can define p as:
where n is the number of pixels that are modified when first embedding (those pixels are set as 255 in M map 1), and m denotes the number of pixels that are both modified when embedding and re-embedding (those pixels are set as 255 both in M map 1 and in M map 2). p denotes the proportion of the number of pixels modified by the first embedding and correctly predicted by re-embedding. We conduct our experiments over 10000 8-bit images from the BOSSbase 1.01 [25] . The experimental results in different margin values are listed in Table 1 . One can observe that at a fixed payload, the proportion p can be increased as the margin value K becomes larger. Because the larger adjacent regions can cover more pixels used for information hiding. Besides, in a fixed margin value K , the more the bits embedded into, the larger proportion the modified pixels can be located.
As Table 1 reports, p nearly remains stable with the large K and payload. We assume that the cost value of the pixels modified by the first embedding are slightly changed (see [16] for details). Because those pixels are merely modified by ±1. When we re-embed the same bits into the stego image S, some pixels carrying the payload might not be flipped again.
B. RE-EMBEDDING FLIPPED BITS
To locate the pixels modified in the cover image Z, we intend to flip the original bits (for the first embedding) when reembedding. The results are illustrated in Table 2 .
As Table 2 illustrates, one can observe that with increasing K , the proportion p is gradually enhanced at the given payload. Also, for a given K , the proportion p increases when increasing payload. For instance, when the payload is 0.05 bpp and K equals to 0, few modified pixels (6.67%) are located by re-embedding. However, when the payload increases to 0.50 bpp and K equals to 10, almost all modified pixels (99.98%) are correctly located.
Compared to the results in Table 1 , one can locate more modified pixels. Because small portions of pixels modified in the first embedding cannot flip when re-embedding the same bits. By artificially flipping the bits, we locate those pixels carrying the payload without being flipped for the first embedding.
C. RE-EMBEDDING RANDOM BITS
However, due to the unpredictability of the message embedded by the sender in a covert communication, we can neither predict the hidden bits when steganalyzing nor the flipped ones. Thus, for a practical case, let us generate a random bit stream instead when re-embedding. The results are shown in Table 3 . VOLUME 7, 2019 From Table 3 , it is observed that with increasing K , the proportion p is also gradually enhanced. Although we replace the flipped bits with the random ones, the locating performance is marginally degraded, nearly as well as results with the flipped bits. The difference of p is less than 0.03% in each corresponding position from the results between Table 2 and Table 3 . Therefore, our assumption is empirically verified, that one can re-embed a random bit stream in place of unknown hidden bits to realize the fuzzy localization.
Despite the fact that adaptive steganography achieves a high level of undetectability when resisting steganalysis, it does have an inherent limitation. That is, adaptive steganography is prone to modify the pixels within texture regions, preserving the content distribution of the cover image. When re-embedding happens, it probably modifies the same regions upon an image. If we take a stego image as cover, and artificially embed the same or even random messages into an image, majority of pixels or their neighbors might be modified twice. Such limitation can be utilized to locate the modification region caused by adaptive steganography.
IV. OUR PROPOSED LOCATING ALGORITHM
In this section, we provide a specific description of our designed algorithm that attempts to locate the region in which the pixels are modified by adaptive steganographic methods in spatial domain. Inspired by the assumption proposed in Section III, a re-embedding operation applied into the stego image S is introduced.
Our proposed locating algorithm is designed both for the following two scenarios. In the first scenario where the steganographic payload is known, modified pixels are located simply using the acquired payload. More practically, in another scenario where the payload is unknown, we conduct the localization relying on quantitative steganalysis, that is capable of completing payload estimation [26] . In Fig. 7 , we have compared the performance from two scenarios, where we can observe that regardless of knowing payload or estimating payload, our proposed locating algorithm always performs very well.
The description of our locating algorithm can be summarized as follows:
• Step #1: Generating a random bit stream. A random bit stream m with the length L is generated. Note that L = N × α where N denotes the total amount of pixels, and α is the relative payload.
• Step #2: Calculating a cost matrix. Relying on an adaptive steganographic algorithm, a bank of designed filters are then utilized to obtain the cost matrix of the stego image. For simplicity and clarity, let us denote the stego image as S, and the cost matrix as ρ.
• Step #3: Embedding a message using STCs. Without loss of generality, STCs is used to embed message m into the stego S on the principle of minimizing the distortion function based on the cost matrix ρ. In such manner, the stego version of image S after modification is denoted as S .
• Step #4: Obtaining a modification map. On the purpose of locating modified pixels, the modification map M map is obtained as described in Section III.
• Step #5: Extending the modification map. To complete fuzzy localization of modified bits, we design the extended modification map M e map in a given margin value K to locate the modified pixels as more as possible. Note that the value K would increase if we intend to locate the modified pixels as more as possible. While as the margin value K becomes larger, more and more innocent pixels (without being modified) would be also involved. Thus, it is proposed to design a reasonable metric to acquire the optimal K . Immediately, let us respectively define the precision rate P by:
and recall rate R by:
where S denotes the number of pixels that are modified twice, valuing 255 both in M map 1 and M e map 2. N 1 represents the number of pixels that are modified by embedding, valuing 255 in M map 1, and N 2 counts the number of pixels that are modified by re-embedding, valuing 255 in M e map 2. Note that if K become large, the recall rate R would increase, leading to that the adjacent regions cover more flipped pixels. Meanwhile, more innocent pixels being contained in the adjacent regions results into the decreased P, and vice versa. To leverage the tradeoff between R and P, let us formulate F β by:
where we set β as 1, because we allocate the same weights to P and R as they both are important in our designed method. Thus, F β reduces to F 1 :
V. EXPERIMENTS
The main contribution of this paper is to realize fuzzy localization of flipped bits by using our proposed modification map. Note that when the hidden bits have been embedded merely via adaptive steganography, our proposed algorithm can perform effectively. In this section, we mainly introduce our experiment setups, and demonstrate the relevant results of the well-performed detector when dealing with the problem of locating flipped bits modified by modern adaptive steganographic methods. Note that we conduct the fuzzy localization experiments under two scenarios, involving known and unknown payload. Besides, it is proposed to determine the parameter K , and implement the cross validation, where four modern steganographic schemes are introduced to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed locating algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUPS
We conduct our experiments on the benchmark BOSSbase ver.1.01 [25] , which contains 10000 8-bit gray-scale images. All images are acquired from eight different digital still cameras in the size of 512 × 512 pixels. Table 4 reports the experimental environment and statistic.
B. FUZZY LOCALIZATION WITH KNOWING PAYLOAD
In our experiments, four modern adaptive steganographic methods: HUGO BD, WOW, S-UNIWARD, and HILL, are investigated. It is proposed to adopt different cost matrices from HUGO BD, WOW, S-UNIWARD, and HILL. In each group, six random bit streams at different payloads from 0.05 bpp to 0.5 bpp are generated, and embedded using STCs.
The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 4 . At the beginning, the recall rate R for four algorithms remarkably increases, and then is slightly improved with increasing K , for all the six payloads from 0.05 bpp to 0.50 bpp. When K equals to 4, all recall rates are larger than 80%. Furthermore, R nearly approaches to 100% when K equals to 9, meaning that almost all modified pixels are successfully located. Dealing with each steganographic algorithm in a fixed K , the larger the payload, the more pixels VOLUME 7, 2019 modified can be located. Thus, the results empirically verify that our algorithm performs effectively in locating steganographic bits modified by prior arts.
C. DETERMINING PARAMETER K
Since K has a great impact on our algorithm, let us discuss the selection of it. As K becomes larger, more flipped pixels can be located. Meanwhile, more innocent pixels are also incorrectly identified, saying that the precision rate P degrades. To leverage between R and P, it is reasonable that F 1 is introduced. Fig. 5 reports the results of F 1 for four adaptive steganographic methods.
We can observe that as the K becomes larger, the F 1 value increases at first and then gradually decreases. Based on the empirical results, let us set an optimal K as 1 for prior arts at each payload, leading to 3 × 3 adjacent region. Besides, It can be observed that HILL is more easier to be located than S-UNIWARD. Because HILL adopts two low-pass filters to make the low cost values (corresponding to the texture regions) more clustered, leading to that the modifications caused by HILL are prone to the texture region compared to that of S-UNIWARD. In this case, our texture-region-sensitive algorithm is more easy to localize modification caused by HILL.
To our knowledge, when evaluating the security of stegonagraphy, most of prior literature only focus on undetectability, using some metrics such as E oob or P E . However, few literature focus on the security of localization resistance, namely when a stego image is successfully detected, whether or not the hidden bits of the stego image can be furthermore accurately located. Then let us re-define the security of stegonagraphy, involving both undetectability and localization resistance. Therefore, although HILL is slightly more undetectable than S-UNIWARD, it hardly holds true that HILL performs better than S-UNIWARD since S-UNIWARD is more difficult to locate.
D. FUZZY LOCALIZATION WITHOUT KNOWING PAYLOAD
In subsection V-B, we conduct fuzzy localization of four modern adaptive steganographic schemes under the assumption that the steganographic payload has been acquired. In a more practical case, we intend to locate flipped bits provided that the steganographic payload is unknown. In this subsection, we locate modified pixels of adaptive steganog- raphy relying on the estimated payload so as to verify that our locating algorithm still works well with the estimated payload.
In this experiment, we first embed random bits into the cover images at 0.30 bpp according to the rule of HUGO. Then, quantitative steganalysis in [26] is used for providing an estimated payload of the stego images. Fig. 6 reports the estimated payloads of 100 images randomly selected from BOSSbase in comparison with its corresponding true version. We can observe that the subtle differences (less than 0.04 bpp) exist between the estimated payload and the true one. The results of Fig. 6 indirectly verify that locating steganographic bits via the estimated payload is feasible.
Next, let us adopt our proposed algorithm to locate the modified pixels with the estimated payload. For comparison, locating modified pixels by the true payload 0.3 bpp is also conducted. The F 1 values of 100 images are illustrated in Fig. 7 . As Fig. 7 reports, each F 1 value via the estimated payload are nearly overlapped with that via the true payload. The difference between two F 1 values attributes to the minor detection error between the estimated payload and the true payload. However, such a minor detection error is acceptable in our proposed locating algorithm. Nevertheless, in the practical scenario that the steganographic payload is unknown, the experimental results directly verify that one can locate steganographic flipped pixels with the payload estimated by quantitative steganalysis.
Furthermore, let us redo the experiment using a large scale set, namely 1000 images randomly selected from BOSSbase. Fig. 8 shows the difference histogram between the F 1 values obtained respectively via estimated payload and true payload. It can be observed that the differences are quite small. All values are within the range from -0.025 to 0.025 and more than 84.2% of the values lay in the range from -0.01 to 0.01. Fig. 8 solidly verifies that regardless of acquiring the steganographic payload, our proposed locating algorithm always works very well.
E. CROSS VALIDATION OF DIFFERENT STEGANOGRAPHIC METHODS
In the aforementioned experiments, our locating algorithm works under two assumptions: (i) the steganographic payload is acquired; (ii) the steganographic scheme is correctly detected. In subsection V-D, we have verified that the locating algorithm works well with the estimated payload. In this subsection, let us assume the steganographic scheme is unknown. Then we intend to conduct the cross validation experiments over different steganographic algorithms.
For the purpose of realizing cross validation, each of the four steganographic algorithms (i.e., HUGO BD, WOW, S-UNIWARD and HILL) is adopted respectively to hide secret random message into the cover image. Next, those hidden bits are located by using our proposed algorithm, assuming all four steganographic algorithms. We take BOSSbase as our benchmark and embed secret bits into 10000 cover images at 0.30 bpp. The experimental results are reported in Table 5 .
We can observe that the underlined F 1 values in boldface along the diagonal direction are larger than others in the table. In each row, assuming the same steganographic method, our proposed algorithm for locating modified pixels VOLUME 7, 2019 can obtain the largest F 1 value, while by assuming other three steganographic schemes the proposed algorithm has a minor performance decrease. The greatest decrease rate is 20.37%. 2 Because our locating algorithm assuming the same steganographic scheme for embedding is more likely to reproduce the modification of embedding as they share the same embedding distortion function. Furthermore, other three adaptive steganographic schemes can also predict large portion of the modification as they are all prone to embed in texture regions. Experiment results empirically verify that the most accurate way to locate modified pixels is to assume the correct steganographic scheme. Even if the steganographic scheme is unknown, one can also locate flipped pixels using the other three adaptive steganographic methods to obtain the sub-optimal result. Surprisingly, it's better to assume WOW than S-UNIWARD when locating flipped bitts embedded by S-UNIWARD. This attributes to the overly adaptivity of WOW compared with S-UNIWARD. WOW might concentrate more modification on the regions that are difficult to model, leading to that our proposed locating algorithm with assuming WOW also focuses more on texture regions where the payload of S-UNIWARD is exactly embedded.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, exploiting the modification regions caused by adaptive steganographic method, a steganalytic algorithm is proposed to implement fuzzy localization of modified pixels. Through re-embedding a random message, we design a modification map that is capable of locating hidden bits caused by adaptive steganography in spatial domain. Extensive experiments verifies that when the payload is known or unknown, our locating algorithm performs very well. Furthermore, the experiment of cross validation directly verifies the effectiveness of our algorithm in the practical localization.
Our proposed locating algorithm performs well on locating adaptive steganographic payload while it fails in non-adaptive cases (for instance, LSB replacement and LSB matching). Because non-adaptive steganography spreads the modification to the whole cover image randomly and is not prone to modify the same regions in re-embedding. Besides, it is worth noting our locating algorithm works well on the basic prerequisite that an inquiry image has been classified as a stego one. However, that would not be a limitation since current steganalysis (see [5] , [15] , [26] for instance) is sufficiently powerful to determine a stego image. In this scenario, we has verified the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm (see details in the experiment of V-D).
In fact, although the fuzzy localization is successfully realized, the stego key is still unavailable, leading to the failure of restoring the secret hidden message. However, it is possible that a latent malicious attacker slightly modifies the stego image by dithering a small portion of localized modified pixels, resulting in that the misguided secret information is transmitted. In our future work, we intend to take the pixel embedding probability into consideration as to narrow down the suspicious regions and improve the detection accuracy. Moreover, it can be promising to straightforward extend our proposed algorithm into JPEG domain to locate the DCT coefficients modified by adaptive steganography. 
